
Lunar Cold Spot Craters: Freakish Impacts or 
Just Young and Misunderstood?   

BACKGROUND: Diviner Lunar Radiometer Experiment is one of seven instruments 

aboard NASA’s Lunar Reconnaissance Orbiter. It is the first instrument to create detailed day 
and night surface temperature maps of the Moon. Data from Diviner has helped identify 
potential ice deposits in the polar regions, map compositional variations on the surface, and 
derive subsurface temperatures. Diviner has also identified 435 cold spot craters between +/- 
50 degrees latitude. The cold spots are associated with the craters, but the craters 
themselves are not cold. In fact, they are warm at night due to the higher thermal inertia of 
the boulders and blocky material inside the craters.  
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The cold spots start several hundred meters from the crater rim, and extend out hundreds of kilometers in 
some cases. So far, cold spots have not shown up in any other measurement of the lunar surface besides 
Diviner, including visible images, spectroscopy, and radar. This study focuses on the origin of these cold spot 
craters. 
 
Cold spots within this project are defined as having a temperature 2 K lower than the average global 
temperature for a given local time. Cold spot temperatures maintain a relatively constant temperature 
difference throughout the lunar night compared to typical lunar regolith, indicating that the insulating 
materials extend to ~5-10 cm depth.  
 

Therefore, the cold spots require a more insulating top layer than is 
present for typical lunar regolith. Cold spots are not apparent in Diviner 
daytime temperatures. 
 
Cold spot regions are slightly rougher than the surrounding terrain, 
consistent with a fluffier surface. They have been described as looking like 
star bursts, or like regions where flour was dropped onto the floor. The 
ejecta is wispy with light toned streaks near obstacles. 
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LROC Number Common Name Location 

M104061987RC Cold 1 -18.7, 69.5 

M159358731LC Cold 2  -5.49, 90.72 

M123784480LC Cold 3 -29.74, 120.09 

M182995612RC N1 non-cold -20.98, 80.8 

M105034844RC N2 non-cold 3.18, 281.12 
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APPROACH: To test this hypothesis several objectives must be completed: 

1.  Boulder counts provide a method to estimate relative ages of craters.  
     A higher boulder concentration indicates a younger crater. Cold spot boulder  
     counts will be compared to non-cold crater boulder counts. 
2.  Cold spot 'thickness' profiles will be compared to boulder densities to determine if the  
     thickness and boulder densities change at different rates over time because of constant  
     impacts. 
3. Compare flow volumes to 'spherical cap' volumes to rule out the possibility that the cold  
     spots are emplaced ejecta material excavated from the crater by the impacting object. 
4.  Curve fitting of the distance from crater to boulder concentration graphs will determine if 
     there are systematic differences in their emplacement processes. 

HYPOTHESIS:  

The hypothesis of this study is that all craters start out with cold spots that disappear 
over time due to meteorite bombardment. 

Youngest to Oldest Craters 

 Below are a series of images and graphs, organized from relatively young to old. LROC image (left) versus DIVINER image (right). Note the difference in area and scale. Boulder concentration versus distance from the crater rim in meters overlaid with fitted curve functions. 

METHODS: 
1.  Used LROC locator map to locate craters with and without cold spots. Describe the craters! 
2.  Measure diameter of crater and cold spot.  
3. Measure boulder size and distance from crater. Record the data of boulders larger than 5 meters on 
       the data table, converting the distances to meters using the pixel to meter ratio. 
4. To estimate the fraction of the area covered by boulders that is not included in the image the  
       following steps  were followed. Looking at Figure 1, find the length of half of the base of the triangle 
       shown in green and then find the height of the triangle, shown in purple using the pixel to meter 
       conversion. Use the inverse tangent function to find the angle of the smaller triangle, then multiply 
       by two to find the arc measured in degrees of the obstructed portion of the ejecta blanket. Using the 
       radius, shown in blue, find the area of the sector using the formula angle/360*pi*r² and subtract this 
       value from the area of the large triangle. This is the area of the obstructed ejecta blanket. Subtract this  
       area from the total area, then divide from the total area to find the fraction not included in the image. 
5.  Find the area of the first annulus by finding the area of  the  
       crater and subtracting it from the area of the larger circle around  
       the crater. Then continue to subtract the areas of the smaller    
       circles from the  larger circles to find the other annuli. 
 

                                                                                                                          Diviner Nighttime Regolith Temperature Map 
Cold spots  (white arrows) and non-cold spots  (orange circles) analyzed in this study are labeled in black. Additional cold spots are shown using unlabeled  white arrows. 
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Volume of the 
Cold Spot Flow 
(m^3)   Vc 

  
  
  
V (cubic meters) 

  
  
  
V/Vc 

M104061987RC 
Cold 1 582 71,578,015.60 566552.2012 0.007915171 

M159358731LC 
Cold 2 375 211140140.2 164647.2712 0.000779801 

M123784480LC 
Cold 3 470 409582000.6 309505.5388 0.000755662 

Table 2: Spherical Cap Volume vs. Cold Spot Flow Volume 
Notice the unequal volumes. What is the source for the extra material? 

CONCLUSION: 
Our hypothesis that cold spots are younger is not supported by our boulder density data; in fact the non-cold spots have a higher boulder density near the 
crater. The fact that the boulder density curves are different suggests a systemic difference in their emplacement. Differences in the flow thickness data are 
consistent with the hypothesis that over time the cold spot’s distinct thermal inertia wanes because of constant bombardment, which quickly tamps down the 
fluffy regolith. This process must be more rapid than boulder fragmentation, because the flow thickness differences are observed between craters without a 
significant difference in boulder concentration.  
  
The flour experiment demonstrates a possible mechanism for cold spot formation and aging. According to Salisbury (1967), the density of lunar regolith 
depends upon emplacement velocity, grain size, material, adhesion properties. The density range lies between 0.3 gm/cc and 1.50 gm/cc. This demonstration 
attempts to illustrate this using flour with a particle size of 10-41 microns which is similar in size to lunar regolith. Our density values fall within those of 
Salisbury. Air blasts simulate fluidizing lunar impacts, fluffing up the regolith and decreasing density. Compaction by meteor bombardment, simulated by the 
tamped flour,  increases the density of the young, sifted regolith. 
  
Are cold spots freakish impacts or just young and misunderstood? It is possible the non-cold spot impacts are older than the cold spot impacts, and the reason 
that their centers of remain hot is because it takes the boulders longer to break apart. The compaction of the fluffy ejecta field suggests one potential way to 
relatively date the cold spots.  
  

FUTURE WORK: 
At this time more work is needed to prove or disprove our hypothesis. More cold spots and non-cold spots boulder density concentration data needs to be 
added to the database or other features altogether might be more indicative for the reason behind the cold spots. Young and misunderstood? Maybe. At this 
time they seem to be freakish impacts until more studies can be conducted. 
  
 Some possible hypotheses to pursue in further studies along with more boulder density studies are as follows: 
 1.   The impactor was not completely solid - It could account for differences in boulder distribution and thermal inertia-a softer impactor might compact 
        the moon’s crust less than a harder impactor. 
 2.   The impacted surfaces of the hot and cold spots are different, perhaps softer or harder- could account for thermal inertia differences. 
 3.   Angle of impact- a direct impact would likely compact the crust more, result in different boulder distribution than an angled one, accounting for 
        thermal  inertia and distribution differences. 
 4.   Speed of impact- a faster impact could compact crust more and result in a different distribution of boulders than that of a slower impact 
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FLOUR EXPERIMENT PROCEDURE: 
Purpose:  To demonstrate the relative density of lunar regolith at various 
ages using wheat flour.  
Materials:  Sifter, flour, 1000cc beaker, balance, ruler 
Procedure:  
1. For each experiment measure the mass in grams and volume in cc of 
      the flour.  
2.   Divide mass by volume to obtain density in gm/cc. 
3. Beaker A is the sifted flour. This represents the density of a young 

lunar surface before compaction.  
4. Beaker B is the compacted flour. This represents an older moon 

surface that has been bombarded and compacted by meteors over 
time. 

5. Beaker C is the compacted surface of the moon fluidized by a blast of 
air imitating an impact.  

6. Divide the boulder counts within each annulus by the area of the annulus to find the boulder  
       concentration. 
7. Graph the concentration of boulders versus distance of boulders using Excel along with several  
       curve fit functions. 
8.   Compare boulder distributions of cold and non-cold spots 
9. Compare boulder distributions with Diviner cold spot morphologies. Is there a relationship? 
10.  Compare area of crater with area of cold spot. Is there a relationship? 
11.  Error, precision, and accuracy: 
        A. To avoid duplication of boulder counts divide the image into annuli and/or rectangles. Assign  
               regions to individual groups to limit overlap by the groups. Fig. 2  Circle counted boulders to 
               avoid duplication. Fig. 3 
  
 
 
       B.  Estimation and accuracy of boulder size is limited by the pixel to meter ratio of the image. The 
              ratio varied from 1.15 to .53. The image features were coarser, less defined, and more washed 
             out in the <1 pixel to meter value range.   
 

 

Fig. 3 Fig. 2 

FLOUR EXPERIMENT RESULTS 

.5778 gm/cc             .7704 gm/cc                 . 6934 gm/cc  

      Flow Thickness versus Distance ( m )) 

Fig. 10 Fig. 11 

       Beaker  A                            Beaker  B                                 Beaker  C 

RESULTS: 
1. Boulder density graphs show a definite difference in their curve fits. The cold spots, figures 5, 6, and 7, follow a 

1/r^.05 function while the non-cold spots, figures 8 and 9, follows a 1/r^1.5 to 1/r curve function.  
2. In figures 5, 6, and 7 the area described as a cold spot in the diviner image covers a much larger area than the 

visual impact in the LROC image. The non-cold spot region does not show  a similar area in figures 8 and 9. 
3. The volume of the spherical cap compared to the volume of the flow indicates that more material is contained in 

the flow than came directly from the crater. 
4. Figure 10 illustrates the flow thickness versus distance from the crater rim. Cold 2 has a thicker flow than cold 1 

and 3.  
5. Figure 11 is a normalized boulder concentration to distance graph. Non-cold spots have more boulders near the 

crater and a steeper decline in boulder density concentrations compared to the cold spot graphs. 
6. The results of the flour experiment are the sifted flour density in beaker A is .5778 gm/cc, the tamped flour in  
        beaker B is .7704 gm/cc, and the air blasted flour in beaker C is .6934 gm/cc. 
 

Table 1: Craters Included in the Investigation 

Fig. 1 


